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ABSTRACT
The current status of the low energy theory of the NN and NN
interactions is reviewed, with special attention given to the role
of the meson and isobar degrees of freedom. Phenomenology and fits
to recent data are also described.
1.

INTRODUCTION

I think that it is appropriate, at a workshop devoted to the
manifestations of subhadronic structure in nuclear physics, to re
capitulate the successes and/or the deficiencies of the approach to
nuclear physics in terms of hadronic degrees of freedom. Such an
analysis if conducted closely could help in turn to uncover situa
tions exhibiting clear manifestations of subhadronic structure.
For this purpose, I choose the particular field of nuclear forces
since there the account of those degrees of freedom is the most
complete and the most reliable. It is also there that one finds the
most numerous and the most accurate experimental results so that
theoretical predictions can be stringently tested.
As the nucleon-nucleon and nucleon-antinucleou interactions
are closely related, I shall discuss both of them in the following*
2.

THE NN INTERACTION

For this part» the material presented in my oral report at
this workshop is extracted from my talk at the International Con
ference on Nuclear Physics held in Florence in September 1983.
To avoid duplication! I shall here summarize only briefly the
salient features, referring the reader to that talk for a more
detailed account and further references.
Nowadaysi there is little doubt that nucléons and* mor*
generally hadrons, are made up of subhadronic constituents (quarks.
gluons, etc. ) . One is therefore entitled to demand that the whole
theory of nuclear forces should be derived from those fundamental
constituent degrees of freedom. The program in its full generality
is however very difficult to carry out with accuracy. As a matter
of fact, simple arguments based on the confinement of quarks and
1
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gluons lead us to expect the following situation in a nucleus:
i) for large separation distances, only colorless objects,
namely mesons can be exchanged between the nucléons since
quarks and gluons must be confined. In the process of
these exchanges, the nucléons can also find themselves,
during part of the time» in excited states* namely isobars.
ii) for small separation distances where the overlap of the
nucléons is significant* the various subhadronic constituents can interact with each other and contribute to the
nuclear interaction energy.
In view of these simple considerations» I believe that a
reasonable and realistic approach to the problem of nuclear forces
is to proceed from the outer fringe towards the inner core in
breaking the inceraction into two parts:
i) the long range and medium range (LR4MR) part where the
meson and isobar degrees of freedom are expected to provide a good
approximation. In this part» taking into account explicitly the
quark and gluon degrees of freedom is probably unnecessary and
uneconomical.
ii) the short range (SB.) part where the quark and gluon degrees
of freedom can play a significant role. Present attempts to calculate che quark contribution to the MN interaction do not yield
quantitative results yet. Moreover these calculations are based on
the perturbative quark-gluon exchange* It is argued recently
that these effects are not the dominant ones, they are two orders
in l/S £N = number of colors) smaller than those obtained * in the
chiral soliton model considered as an approximation to QCD at low
energies and for N •*- •. In any event* a careful theoretical
derivation of the subhadronic contribution to the NN interaction in
this region is very desirable.
Meanwhile, as the amount of available NN data is very large,
one can, at least provisionally! adopt a phenomenologycal viewpoint
and try to determine the SR pare from this wealth of data. Moreover
many of these data are of very high precision.
9
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THE PARIS NN PO:^NTIAL

This potential is representative of the philosophy described
above:
i) The LR+MR part is assumed to be given by the one-pion,
two-pion and u> meson (as part of the three-pion) exchange contributions* The two-pion exchange contribution was derived via
unitarity and dispersion relations from pion-nucleon phase shifts
and pion-pion S and P-wave amplitudes. In this way, the properties
of pions and their interactions both amongst themselves and with
nucléons - i.e. the degrees of freedom of mesons and of Isobars are taken into account automatically and completely.
The question of whether this calculation provides a realistic
description of the actual (UHMR) NN forces has been checked by
comparing the calculated peripheral (J>2) phase shifts with the
experimental ones. An even better way to check the validity of
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these (LR+MR) parts is to compare directly the predictions with
data for observables sensitive to these parts. This is the case
for very low energy polarizations or analyzing powers» since at
very low energies the S wave is accurately known from the effective
range formula* and the P and higher waves are only sensitive to the
LR+MR forces. The agreement between theory and experiment is* in
both cases, very satisfactory.
This success in providing a good understanding of the (LR+MR)
NN interaction* and at the same time, a good quantitative fit to
the data is very encouraging since the whole scheme is based on
properties as fundamental as unitarity, analyticity and crossing.
ii) the SR part - i.e. that for internucleon distances smaller
than 0.8 fra - is described by a phenomenologlcal parameterization,
the parameters of which are adjusted to fit 2 3000 pp and np data
in the energy region 3 < E
< 350 MeV.
The qualitv of the fit is assessed by the very satisfactory
values of the x /degrees of freedom: 1.99 for pp scattering and
2.17 for np scattering, to be compared, for reference, with 1.33
and 1.80 for the most recent phase-shift-analysis . These values
are also to be compared with 4.76 and 9.99 obtained with the Reid
potential . It should be noted that the fit was performed to the
data themselves; the results obtained clearly show that two
different potentials can yield fits of different quality to the
data even though their fits to the phase shifts are equally good.
Finally, an important and meaningful feature of the results
should be emphasized: in the full potential as obtained by the
fit, the theoretical LR+MR parts are preserved for internucleon
distances beyond 0.8 fm, this fact in conjunction with the
ability of the Paris potential to provide a very good fit to the
present world set of NN data up to 350 MeV suggests that we have
gained during the last few years a theoretical understanding of
the NN interaction for distances larger than 0.8 - 1 fn. This
also suggests that any ultimate theory of strong interaction
should recover somehow the same results in that region.
l a b
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3.

THE NN INTERACTION

The NN interaction differs from the NN interaction by the pre
sence of annihilation processes. As we are concerned mostly with
the low energy region, a simple and appropriate approach to the NN
interaction is that using an optical potential.
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GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE NN OPTICAL POTENTIAL

Before discussing specific models, let me recall a few general
and model independent properties of the NN optical potential that
we should keep in mind:
i) the real part U„s can be derived, via the G parity rule.
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from the NN potential if the latter is due to particle exchanges
in the t channel. From the previous discussion it follows that
the LR+MR part of UJJJJ is known from theory whereas the SR part is
still phenomenological.
ii) below the production threshold (%
< 300 î-feV), the .
imaginary part W ™ describes annihilation processes. It is given,
just iron unitarity, by diagrams of the type shown in Fig. 1,
where the intermediate states are physical states observed in these
annihilation processes. Experimentally, these stacks consist of
pions, mostly four or five pions. Of course» inelastic processes
other than annihilation into pions can also develop an imaginary
pare for the optical potential. One should however be careful not
to include these spurious states in the calculation of W„^ at low
energies since they do not correspond to the observed states.
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A dispersion relation can be written for W - :
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where s = (pi+n-,) , t = (Pr-Pn) > m = nucléon mass and the fi^'s are
tie usual spin and isospin
invariants. Since the intermediate
states are meson states with different masses, the spectral
functions P 's are expected to be strongly dependent on s, and the
resulting potential W^jj to be non local. In equation (2), the
integration starts from 4m'. This is simply due to the conserva
tion of baryon number: each blob of the diagrams shnwn in Fig. 1
contains at least one baryon (or antibaryon); therefore, the lowest
mass which can be exchanged in the t channel is 2m,independently
of the nature of the intermediate states in the s channel. This
implies that, for fixed energy (fixed s),!}^ is of short range.
This general property of Wjjjj being non local or, in a local
approximation, snort ranged but state (energy, angular momentum,
i

spin, isospin) dependent, should be taken into consideration by any
realistic model .
A.M. Green and collaborators considered other possible contributions to Wfjfj from inelascic processes involving a baryonlùm B
(regarded as a Nfl bound state) and a pion as represented in
Fig. 2a. Although presence of bound states could induce anomalous
thresholds the previous reasoning still applies in this case.
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It is however stated» in reference 9 chat such contributions are
of thç following form:
,

•J

(3)

where # is the wave function of the bound state, B its binding
energy and E the antiproton CMS energy. From this expression, it
was concluded that this absorptive part is of long range since the
bound state (assumed to be produced by the real part UJJÂ only) has
a wave function ty% with a maximum at r s 1 fm. To my mind, this
result is unexpected from a theoretical point of view since it does
not depend on the nature of the exchanged system in the t channel*
as it should. Moreover» if one transposes this result to the NN
case where the equivalent diagram is shown also in Fig. 2b, with a
deuteron and a pion in the intermediate state, one would get a very
long ranged contribution to the NN forces since the deuteron wave
function is peaked at r s 1,5 - 2 fm. This contribution would
modify strongly the well known OPEP. To my knowledge» there is no
evidence for such an effect in the well established long range part
of the NN potential at low energies. Of course, the mechanism
NN-*dir-*NN as shown in Fig. 2b can contribute to the HN inelasticities,
that is only above the v production threshold, as part of the inelastic processes. Likewise» the corresponding mechanism
NN-»Bir+NN can contribute to the NN amplitude as part of the ir production processes but not as an annihilation process (see the
B

discussion above). Moreover If this baryonium B is to be identified
vith the narrow states observed by the B. K, S. S. T,
Collaboration , the diagram shown in Fig. 2a will contribute very
little to the NN annihilation since the B state is very weakly
coupled to pions.
_
ill) Another general property of the HN optical potential
deserves being mentioned. The LR-ttffi parts of Ugg as derived from
realistic particle exchange NN potentials are strongly attractive.
This is because of the sign reverse of the u-exchenge under the 6
parity transformation whereas the two-pion exchange remains attrac
tive. Therefore* in_the absence of W^gj, one expects Ujnj to produce
a rich spectrum of NN bound states or resonances. Of course, the
widths of these bound and resonant states are given by W ™ . This
has some relevance with the so called baryonium states which were
discussed very much some years ago .
10
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3.2

REVIEW OF SOME OPTICAL MODELS

i) The first optical model for the NN interaction was pro
posed by Bryan and Phillips where U ^ is the G parity transform
of the Bryan-Scott OBE potential and where V~= is assumed to he
local» state independent (i.e. central) and
of the Saxon-Wood form:
12
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r is taken to be 0.17 fm, compatible with the short range property
as it should be. Fitting the data known at that time* W Q is found
to be 62 GeV. With these values for V Q and r
»„= • 150 MeV at
1 fm, which is effectively a long ranged potential. The results of
this particular model have led same people to consider this char
acteristic as a quite general property.
ii) More recently» Dover and Richard use for V„s the following form:
Q
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V = 18 - 21 GeV and W » 20 GeV. This still gives a long ranged
effective annihilation potential. Also with such values of V Q ,
their phenomenological real "short range" part modifies signifi
cantly the LR+MR part of V even at distances as large as 1 fin.
On the other hand, "experimental" elastic cross sections c i are
obtained by integrating the data ou da^/dfl extrapolated to the very
forward angles where the Coulomb effects must be substracted out.
In most of the experimental papers, this substraction is performed
in a rather ambiguous way, leading to inconsistent o ^. Because
of this, it is preferable to use the data da ]/dft themselves rather
than the integrated a-|_.
With effective long ranged annihilation as those of
references » , the bound and resonant states produced are very
broad as shown by Dalkharov, Gerstein, Myhrer and Thomas .
iii) Attempt to calculate the contribution of annihilation
diagrams_vas made by the Paris group. As a large fraction (80-90Z)
of the NN annihilation goes mostly to 4 or 5 pions, it is expected
that the dominant annihilation potential arises from diagrams with
multipion (4 or 5) intermediate states. The calculation of such
diagrams is, prohibitively complicated, and I suggested some time
ago that a reasonable approximation would consist in grouping
these pions in clusters {the e»p,ai mesons) as presented in Fig. 3.
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Fig- 3
Since the o meson and especially the s meson are rather broad
resonances, it is hoped chat effects of uncorrelaced mulcipion
states are partially contained in these clusters. This approxima
tion is supported by the fact that multiparticle decays of unstable
mesons are dominated by resonant two-body final states when these
are available. It is, however, criticized recently by A.M. Green .
The objections concern the neglect of 4(1236) exchange, the
possible effects of form factor, and the "lack of natural cut-off
in the meson masses". As for the first point» his argument rests
on the relative values of the TTNH and irNA coupling constants
(f^Ujj/ATT = 0.08 versus fJ /4» - 0.35). Thia argument, however, can
15
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be applied only to diagrams with two pions in the intermediate
states,_and the contribution of this channel is any way very weak
since NN annihilation into two plans represents only few per cent.
The effects of form factor can be seen by replacing in the spectral
functions Pi(s,t ) the direct coupling of the e and p mesons to the
nucléons by the partial wave helicity amplitudes f
and
£±
. Here, contrary to the NN case» these amplitudes depend on
the -nit subenergy s, in the direct channel but not on t , and consequently cannot affect much the range of Wjjjj. Finally, our
"natural cut-Dff of the meson masses" or our way of picking out the
dominant diagrams among all the annihilation diagrams is simply
dictated by the experimental facts that NN annihilation into four
or five pions is largely dominant and that the e,P»ui mesons exist,
due to the strong TTTT interactions.
Within this approximation» the spectral functions p^'s and
therefore W ^ can be calculated explicitly
Howeveri their
actual expressions are still quite complicated» and before treating
the complete problem with this non local potential it Is preferable
to study a phenomenologlcal but simpler model possessing however all
the same physical properties. As a first step» the Paris group
considers the following m o d e l :
1) Uj^ is the G parity transform of the Paris NN potential
for the long and medium range parts (r > 0.9 fm). The short range
part (r < 0.9 fra) is described phenomenologically, and for computational convenience, one uses a quadratic function constrained to
join the medium range part through two points in the neighborhood
of r » 1 fm, the third parameter being adjusted to fie the data.
2) The absorptive part W^g is of short range, energy and state
dependent:
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This representation is obtained from eq. 2 in the following way: ai
one is concerned with the low energy region, one can make a Taylor
expansion of the functions pj's near threshold s * 4m* and retain
only the first or the first two terms. The t' dependence of the
resulting coefficients is essentially of the form l//t'(t'-4m')
which in turn gives rise to the modified Bessei function
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when translated by a Fourier transform from momentum to coordinate
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space. For simplicity, eqs. 2 and 5 are written for a given isospin
state. The coefficients g^» f± are for the moment considered as
effective parameters.
It is worth noting that the number of these parameters (6 for
each isospin state) is a minimum required by the energy and spin
dependence of W„G3,3

FIT OF THE EXISTING DATA
The parameters are adjusted to fit a set of 915 pp data points
in the energy domain 20 MeV < T^ < 370 HeV. This up to date com
pilation consists of available results on pp total cross sections
c ( T ) , differential elastic cross sections dOg^/dft, differential
and total charge exchange cross sections dogg/dft and O ^ E C T ^ ) , and a
Tew measurements on polarization in elastic scattering. Data on
integrated elastic cross sections ff^CT^) are not included in this
compilation because of the ambiguities mentioned earlier in the
treatment of Coulomb effects. Anyway, 0 i(?i,)
redundant when
ever da /dfî are given. Elastic cross sections and polarization
are calculated including Coulomb effects while total and charge ex
change cross sections are obtained from pure nuclear amplitudes.
As this compilation covers experiments performed between 1968
and 1981» some of them are more accurate and hence more constrain
ing than others. The most accurate are those on the differential
elastic cross section at backward angles (9- 174°) measured re
cently by Alston-Carnjost et a l * . These data were found to be
very condff/dO (mb/v)
straining in
• •1**
.
the search for
Abrgn-Gornjoir H l .
the solution.
The fit, dis
played in
Fig. 6, shows
an excellent
agreement be__ po«r •
tueen theory
and experiment
t o t
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with a y. /data aï 0.6J. For comparison, are also shown in Fig. 4
che results by Dover and and Richard and by Dalkharov and Hyhrer as
quoted in reference 18. Other measursments » of the differential
elastic cross sections were performed for 20 MeV < Tj, < 369 MeVAgain the agreement is good yielding x /data of 2.87 for the vholè
set of data. An example of Che fit is shown in Fig. 5.
The total cross section o" (TT)
^ by different
groups and their results are not fully consistent. As can be seen
in Fig. 6, the values of Chaloupka et a l . are higher than those
J
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300

100

of Hamilton
et a l . which in turu are larger than those of
K>m?t» ec a l . For the data of reference 22 which cover a largar
energy range, a x /data of 0.96 for 65 MeV < T < 370 was obtained.
This solution yields then a xVdata of 2.16 for the results of
ruference 21 (49 MeV -= T < 150 MeV) and of 5-69 for those of .
reference 23 (80 MeV < T < 255 MeV), Ke nave been informed recently * thit the results of reference 23 have been remeasured and
they are now even higher than those of reference 22.
In Fig. 7, the results for the total charge exchange cross
section a ( T ) are compared with the data of Hamilton
et a l . .
The x*/data is 3.25. The fit of the few available results on
d^ /4S gives a xVdata of 2.41.
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Tiie orly measurements on polarization oelaw 370 MeV were
performed at 220 MeV and 232 MeV
for angles below 80° and at
"Î68 MeV but with larger uncertainties. The theoretical results
reprotucki the data very well (x /data = 1 ) . Apart from a dip near
90° close to that of the differential cross section (see Fig.5 ) , the
polarization is significant* As can be seen in Fig. 8, the model of
Bryan and Phillips gives a different behavior than the present model
fur angles below 90°. It is also found the polarization is very
sensitive to the values of the parameters especially for angles above
90°. In view of this, accurate polarization measurements are therefore very desirable.
77
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Para
Kimura «t al.C
Bryan and Phillips

ISO

180

Fig. 8
z

For the complete set of 915 data, the x /data is 2.80. This
value does no't reflect the actual quality of the fit since some data)
u

especially for

el
dr.

made our own choice for the determination of the parameters but all
data are taken into account for the calculation of the x * The values
for the parameters g. and f^ that appear in eq. 5 are listed in
Table I.
Table I
2

1

MeV" )

C
SS
LS
T

850.45
-569.69
- 74.468
53.191

0.01874
0.01466

C
SS
LS
T

659.91
-473.93
- 74.468
23.404

0.01893
0.02636

It is noticeable that the decrease of Wjjjj with r is very rapid.
For example, in the singJet-isosinglet state its values are 5 GeV at
r = 0.5 fm and 14 MeV at r = 1 fm for T = 0. In this talk, only
some samples of different observables are shown. Values for other
observables like depolarization, spin correlation parameters, etc...
for various energies uan be provided upon request. The present model
is expected to be relevant in antiproton-nucleus reactions since
these reactions are known to be very sensitive to the range of the
NN annihilation potential- Actually» it has been used very recently for the interpretation of the first data obtained with
the LEAK in the elastic scattering of the antiprotons on C . Also,
the characteristics (masses and widths) of the bound states and
resonances can be predicted from the present NN optical potential.
In short, the Paris group has constructed a model for nucleonantinucleon annihilation vhich is of short range but is state (energy,
spin, isospin,...) dependent. This model fulfills general theoretical
requirements and is based on the calculation of annihilation diagrams
in terms of hadronic degrees of freedom. Athene same time, it provides a good fit of the presently available pp experimental data,
better than the existing models which are state independent but
effectively long ranged. These results contradict the generally
accepted claim that fitting pp data requires an effective long ranged
annihilation potential.
L
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3.A

MODELS INVOLVING QUARK DEGREES OF FREEDOM

During the last two years, several authors have attempted to der i v e a N N annihilation potential W.^ from quark degrees of freedom '" . In references 31 and 32 /it is assumed that the NN
annihilation is due to the annihilation of a quark of the nucléon
with an antiquark of the antinucleon into a gluon (Fig. 9 ) . It is»
however, not clear that one can
build up from this mechanism the
NN annihilation into pions. By
contrast, this mechanism clearly
contributes to the NN scattering. In reference_33, it is
assumed that the NN annihilation is due to a particular rearrangement of the quarks of
antiquark
the nucléon with the antiquarks
Fig, 9
of the antinucleon into three
mesons. A detailed discussion
supporting this model can be
found in reference IS. Actually,
in the derivation of Wuû there
is no compelling reasons to
favor this particular process
against those represented in
Fig. 11, for example. One
important paint, which was
31-

3

1
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Fig. 11
disregarded in reference 15, concerns the topology the different
diagrams yielding W ™ . These diagrams result from the iteration of
che various processes shovn in Figs. 10 and 11, with integration over
the intermediate quark lines. One can easily see that, among the
different mechanisms considered here, the rearrangement process of
Fig. 10 gives rise to the most non-planar diagram. This is because
of the crossing quark lines. From a theoretical point of vi«».w,
either in the topological expansion *, or in the 1/N expansion ,
non-planar diagrams are higher order corrections to planar diagrams.
Moreover, from a phenomenological point of view, a recent analysis
of some pp annihilation data seems to indicate also chat processes
with crossing quark lines are weaker than those with no crossing
quark lines.
31
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3.5

A GEOMETRICAL MODEL

In the calculations of W^rj dealing with quark degrees of freedom,
one ends up with expressions
containing essentially two factors.
The first one is associated with the elementary process responsible
for the annihilation, the other is just the overlap of che nucléon
and antinucleon wave functions (the overlap of two bags if one uses,
as in reference 31, the bag model to describe the hadrons). As the
elementary subhadronic mechanism responsible for the KN annihilation
is still unknown, one can try to make a provisionally phenomenological
description of it. In so doing» one is led to the following geometri
cal model:
l

W ^ - W (E,S,T..O [<1 - | g ) (1 + ^ ) ]
a

for r < 2R

W
• 0

for r > 2R

In this expression, the dynamical factor W depends on energy, spin,
isospin, e t c . , the geometrical factor is simply given by the bag
model, namely, the overlap of two bags of radius R. The annihilation
0
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takes place when the N and N bags overlap so that quarks and antiquarks can annihilate or rearrange into mesons » This geometrical
model can give some idea about the radius R, i.e. the size of the
confinement region. It has been used in reference 31 as_an alternative co the one gluon annihilation model in a fit of pp data. However, W was chosen to be constant. This means that W ^ is again'
local and state independent (i.e. central and energy independent).
The best fit, although not very good (xVdata * 10), is obtained
with W = (8.3 i 0.7) GeV and R - (1-01 ± .01) fm.
This model was recently reconsidered in the light of the
points discussed in Section 3-1. Accordingly, W is chosen to be
energy, spin and isospin dependent, i.e.
0
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(7)

0 for r > 2R

Again, for simplicity, £q. (7) is written for a given isospin state.
Using the same real part Ujjjj as in Section 3-2-iii, the parameters \ a^, as well as the radius R are adjusted to fit. the same
«et of data as that of Section 3-3. The results for total cross
section s ( T ) , differential elastic cross section do /di:, and
charut exchange cross section Qç^tJ^) are shown in Figs. (12-13) for
1 (
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Fig. 12. Total cross section vs. T . The experimental points are
from ref. 22. The solid line refers to results obtained
with values of g^ and a given in Table II and with
R-0.5 fin. The dotted (...) and dashed (
) lines refer
to results obtained without energy dependence and R»0.5
and 0,8 fm respectively.
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different assumptions on the dynamical factor H (E,S,T.....)•
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Backward differetitial elastic cross section vs T^.
The experimental points are from ref» 18* The curve
captions are the sane as in Fig, 12.
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Fig. 14. Differential elastic cross section at T » 226.4 HeV.
The experimental points are from ref. 19 (Elsenhandler
et al.). The curve captions are the same as in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 15. pp+rtn cross section vs T. . The experimental poincs are
from ref. 26* The curve captions are the same as in
Fig. 12.

These results clearly show that the energy, spin, isospin de
pendence is definitely needed to get a good fit» the best fit
(v /data - 3
) being obtained with a rather small value of the bag
radius, R • 0.5 fm. When one neglects the energy dependence
(a = a
» 0), one fails to fit, with this value of R, the data in
the energy region T Z 100 MeV. With a larger value R * 0.9 fin, one
can get a better fit in the energy domain 150 S l . < 250 MeV but not
for T < 150 MeV nor for T i 250 MeV.
The values for the parameters of the absorptive part W^jj as
defined in Eq. (7) are listed in Table II.
2

c

s s

L

L

L

L

1

1

* (MeV)

«^(MelT )

T - 0
C
SS

86B8
- 4705

0.0131
0.009

T = 1
C
SS

7312
- 5740

0.0243
0.0303

t

Table 11
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The study of this very simple model sh&vis that
i) the description of the KN annihilation in terms of the
static bag model is not accurate enough. This is to be expected
since the energy release here is significant* Static bag models can
only account for averaged features of the mechanism leading to
rather large "average" value of R.
11) if some simple dynamical dependence is allowed» the
description in terms of the bag model is satisfactory with a
rather small radius for the bag (R - 0.5 fm).
4.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

For the NH interaction, experimentalists have provided us.
during the last few years, a very large number of data on various
observables. Also, it should be emphasized that most of these data
are of very high level of accuracy. Of course, the real task for
theorists is to cope with the stringent constraints originating
from these data. So far, in this challenge, the hadronic (meson and
isobar) degrees of freedom, when they are treated carefully, have
proved their ability to provide a theoretical and quantitative
understanding of the (LR+MR) parts of nuclear forces. There- in my
opinion, their contribution can be considered as an accurate approxi
mation to any ultimate theory of strong interactions Involving more
fundamental constituents. As for the SR part, the subhadronic (quark
and gluon) degrees of freedom can play, in principle, a significant
role. However, their contribution can be made meaningful only
through a proper account of the iuark and gluon dynamics. On the
other hand, it is also possible that in the low energy regime like
in nuclear physics, an approximate but nevertheless correct descrip
tion of the hadronic substructure is provider! by effective models
where the quark and gluon degrees of freedom are averaged o u t .
The data for the NK interaction are, at present, less numerous
and less_accurate than in the NN case. Here also, the description
of the NN interaction, both for scattering and annihilation, in
terms of hadronic degrt es of freedom gives a good fit to the exist
ing data. However, to attain the same situation as in the NN case,
much hope is placed in the LEAR facility at CERN.
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